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For anyone interes ted in the variety of historical 
?atterns of organization presented by the House and 
Senate in the nineteenth century, the current range of 
state legislative practices have a qui te familiar 
look. One does not need to go, like Darwin, to the 
Galapagos Islands to rediscover the missing species of 
legislative operation. 

H. Douglas Price (1975) 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been more than ten years since Richard Fenno unveiled his 

pioneering work Home Style: House Members in Their Districts (1978). In this 

classic work Fenno argued that if legislative scholars desire to acquire a 

more thorough understanding of how legislators behave in legislatures, they 

first must come to a better understanding of how legislators behave in their 

districts. Fenno spent seven years following 18 members of Congress as they 

visited their constituencies. In doing so he observed the unique relationship 

that each legislator cultivated with his constituents. 

Building on the work of Erving Grofman (1959), and Lewis Dexter (1969), 

Fenno determined that the principal way legislator s bui l d relationships with 

their constituencies is by developing a distinctive manner of presenting 

themselves to their constituents (Fenno, 1978). Hence, some legislators 

concentrate on presenting themselves as local 'good old boys' who maintain 

strong home roots, and know c onstituents personal l y; such legislators maintain 

close familiarity with their constituents. Others stress their knowledge of 

issues and their advocacy of distinctive issue positions . Some legislators 

emphasize their service to constituents and their role as ombudsmen in 

casework and related activities. And still othe r legislators emphasize their 

influence in Washington and their ability to affect public policy. Fenno is 

largely silent about why legislators choose different styles. However, his 
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focus on legislators' access to resources and their perceptions of their 

constituencies suggests that these two factors undoubtedly influence the 

choice of presentational style. 

In the decade since the appearance of Home Style, the book has been 

widely honored and extensively cited. Fenno's emphasis on the importance of 

resource allocation as a major dimension of constituency relations has helped 

to stimulate and justify the study of legislator's constituency service 

activities. The bulk of this work has focused on explaining how legislators 

distribute scarce resources between Washington and their districts in order to 

solidify their electoral support, and ensure re-election (Cover, 1980; Parker, 

1980; Johannes and Me Adams, 1981; Me Adams and Johannes, 1981; Yiannakis, 

1981; Johannes, 1983; Parker, 1986; Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina, 1987). The 

study of resource allocation and constituent service activity has become a 

'growth industry' in legislative studies and is reshaping our understanding of 

members political roles and constituency politics. 

Unfortunately, this attention to resource allocation has not been 

accompanied by a concern with the core element of legislators' home styles-

the presentation of self. It may be that the attention paid to resource 

allocation and constituent service activities--which has concerned itself with 

explaining the decline of marginality- - has deflected attention from 

presentational s tyle. While we are increasingly aware of the resource 

allocation patterns among legislators, and the postwar growth in constituent 

service activities (Born, 1982; Schiff and Smith, 1983), we have little 

systematic evidence about the different ways legislators present themselves in 

their personal meetings with constituents, the l inkage of presentational 

styles to resource availability, the varied conditions that lead legislators 
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to choose different presentational styles, or the consequences of these 

choices (Jewell, 1982b) . 

The purpose of this essay is to focus attention on presentational style, 

examining the different types of styles that legislators employ and some 

conditions that give rise to different styles. The immediate focus is on 

state legislators in the Indiana and California lower houses. These states 

were chosen because of the general accessibility of state legislators, and 

because of the contrast that these two states and their legislatures provide 

(Jewell, 1982a, 1982b). A major theme in the study of Congress is the impact 

that industrialization and increasing professionalization--characterized by 

resource availability-- has had on electoral and institutional politics (see, 

for example, Huntington, 1965, Fiorina, 1977, and Dodd, 1981). These two 

state legislatures provide research laboratories where we may examine whether 

an agrarian or industrial society and a citizen or professional legislature 

make a difference in legislators' choice of district presentational styles. 

We begin by presenting a general framework for studying presentational style 

and then turn to our research design, our findings and some concluding 

remarks. 

A GENERAL EXPLANATORY FRAMEWORK 

The literature, from Wilson (1885) to Key (1984) to Fenno (1978), 

suggests two general types of presentational styles. These general styles are 

based on the extent to which they involve the use of institutional resources. 

The first type we refer to as a resource-neutral style. It entails either 

emphasis on a legislators personal familiarity with his or her district, or 

the advocacy of policy positions by the member. These are approaches that a 

legislator or challenger can pursue without access to extensive institutional 
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resources. Such styles rely on the personal attributes and skills of the 

i ndividual. We refer to the second style as a resource-dependent style. 

This style encompasses emphasis on constituent service activity or discussion 

of a member's legislative influence. Emphasis on such a resource-dependent 

style would seem to require the use of significant resources in order for the 

legislator to make a credible case to his or her constituents (Johannes, 

1980). 

Our primary concern is to understand why legislators choose resource

neutral or resource-dependent styles. Then, within these general styles we 

want to understand the reason that legislators choose a particular individual 

style. Among legislators who choose a resource-neutral style why do some opt 

for personal familiarity as their particular approach while others select 

policy advocacy? And among legislators who choose a resource-dependent style 

why do some emphasize constituent service while others stress their 

legislative influence? In order to provide some theoretical guidance to 

answering these questions, let us first lay out a set of general historical 

patterns and then organize these observations into a more orderly set of 

theoretical arguments. 

A. Some General Observations 

Influenced in part by Fenno's decision-making model in Congressmen in 

Committees (1974), we suspect that stylistic choice is a result of the 

resources to which a legislator has access and the political opportunities and 

constraints posed by the legislator's personal and environmental circumstance . 

Resources, opportunities and constraints are shaped by five levels of 

influence: the individual , district. party, institutional and systemic (see 

Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Micro, Middle-Range and Macro Influences on Presentational Styles 

l.Macro-level patterns: 

At the macro level, a legislator's choice of presentational style is 

shaped by the resources, opportunities and constraints imposed by the extant 

political and economic setting, and by the legislature of which the 

legislators are members. Legislators in a setting with an extensive 

industrial base and an accompanying welfare system, for example, may have much 

more opportunity for modern constituent service and casework activities than 

legislators in a agrarian society that lacks a modern welfare state. 

Likewise, individuals in a highly professionalized legislature, with access to 

extensive staff , full time pay, and an institutionalized committee system may 

have more resources with which to provide casework services and exercise 

legislative influence on important policy matters. Thus, we expect that 
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choice between a resource-neutral and resource-dependent style will be heavily 

influenced by the systemic and institutional context (Jewell, 1981). As a 

general rule, resource-neutral styles should be more prevalent in agrarian 

societies with citizen legislatures. Resource-dependent styles should be more 

prevalent in environments characterized by an industrial setting and a 

professional legislature . 

The frequency of resource-neutral and resource-dependent styles is only 

one factor influenced by the macro setting. The logic that leads legislators 

to choose one general style over another should also be shaped by the macro 

context (for an analogous discussion of leadership styles, see Cooper and 

Brady, 1981). Historically, citizen legislatures in agrarian environments 

have been dominated by geographically based urban-rural cleavages and by 

relatively strong parties and party machines (Young, 1966; Bogue and Marlaine, 

1979). Membership and a leadership role in the dominant geographical-partisan 

bloc largely determines access to the few resources available in such citizen 

legislatures. The leaders of the dominant geographical/partisan bloc, few in 

numbers, can use such access to resources to develop a resource-dependent 

style; all other legislators pursue resource-neutral styles. The choice of a 

resource-neutral or resource-dependent style in an agrarian and non

professionalized setting should , thus, depend on whether a legislator is a 

member of, and a leader in, the dominant geographic and partisan bloc in the 

legislature. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum, professional legislators in 

industrial societies, while maintaining evidence of urban/rural cleavage 

conflict, have witnessed the rise of career based cleavages within their 

legislatures. As a large body of careerist legislators develops, all seeking 
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resources and opportunities with which to influence decisions in an expanding 

welfare state, power and status increasingly come to be allocated by length of 

service in the legislature rather than solely by membership and a leadership 

role in a dominant geographic/partisan bloc. In such legislatures, it is 

senior members who should have the greatest opportunity for resource-dependent 

styles in their legislative districts, somewhat irrespective of geographical 

and partisan affiliation (Matthews, 1960; Johannes, 1980; Dodd, 1977). Junior 

members, on the other hand, are relegated to resource-neutral styles. Such 

junior/senior contrasts should not be evident in agrarian societies with 

citizen legislatures since the pressure for a seniority norm in the allocation 

of resources does not exist. 

In sum, the logic of stylistic choice among legislators in an agrarian 

and non-professionalized setting should differ from the logic in an industrial 

and professionalized setting. Choice of resource-neutral or resource

dependent styles in the non-professionalized setting should depend on 

membership and a leadership role in the geographical/partisan bloc that 

dominates the legislature, reflecting a logic shaped heavily by geographically 

based societal and partisan c l eavages. The choice of a resource style in an 

industrial and professionalized settings should reflect a legislator's junior 

or senior status, thereby reflect an individual-level career-based logic of 

decision-making. 

2. Middle-level patterns: 

As this macro argument suggests, middle-range forces such as the 

character of a legislator's district or membership in the majority party 

should be particularly potent in agrarian and non-professionalized settings 

(Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina, 1979; Johannes, 1980). Constituency and partisan 
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factors in such environments should be important in determining the general 

stylistic choice of legislators-- that is, the choice between resource-neutral 

and resource-dependent styles . They also may shape the choice of a member's 

particular individual substyle. 

In societies where an urban-rural geographical cleavage is the defining 

element of political life -- with service of a rural or urban district 

defining a member's political identity and shaping his or her access to 

institutional resources -- we would expect the type of district that a member 

serves to be the dominant influence on their choice of a substyle. This would 

be so particularly in legislatures with districts small enough for a truly 

distinctive district identity to exist (Fenno, 1978). In such settings we 

would expect that an urban legislator who chooses to pursue a resource-neutral 

style wi l l adopt a policy advocacy approach; this choice reflects the 

extensive existence of organized group politics in urban settings and the 

general issue-oriented nature of urban and suburban politics. By contrast, we 

would expect a highl y familiar and personal style in rural areas, in l ine with 

the more personalistic and particularistic nature of rural life. 

Among legislators in a professional legislature, in a more industrial 

setting, we expect the district type to be a less dominant influence on 

presentational style. This would be true particularly in systems with 

populous districts large enough that many would include a mixture of urban and 

rural characteristics and thus lack a clear and distinctive identity ( 1978). 

To the extent that geographical district plays a role, it should be in the 

choice of the individual substyle a member chooses, and for approximately the 

same reasons as in a agrarian and non-professionalized setting. 

In such political systems, district type probably would be weakly 
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related to the choice of general resource style, if related at all, since 

power and resourc es should be determined in such legislatures by members' 

career status. Our major qualification to this statement would be in 

circumstances in professionalized urban settings where a distinctive culture 

and district identity does exist that clearly defines the district in ways 

distinctive from other districts (Johannes, 1982). A prime example of this 

would be districts heavily composed of ethnic and racial minorities where a 

minority politician could put together a re-election constituency by appealing 

to the district in ways that reflec t the political culture of that minority 

group. 

3. Individual-level patterns: 

Finally, we see stylistic choice as shaped by the individual 

characteristics of the legislator--with their personality, skills, political 

circumstance, career status, party affiliation and a variety of other factors 

shaping immediate resources avai l able to them, as well as the constraints 

operating on them. Two characteristics are of particular note: party and 

career status. Membership in the majority party, particularly in a non

professionalized and agrarian setting where the few resources that exist end 

to flow through the majority party, opens up the opportunity for access to 

resources and thus for a resource-dependent style. Senior status, 

particularly in a professionalized and urban legislature where both parties 

tend to have access to some resources and where seniority tends to shape the 

distribution of partisan resources, would allow the possibility of a resource

dependent style. Membership in the minority party in a nonprofessional and 

agrarian setting, and junior status in a professionalized and urban setting, 

should lead to resource-neutral styles. 
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The special characteristics of the individual members also should play a 

role in the choice of a member's particular substyle, particularly in the 

urban and professional settings with populous districts. In such settings, 

the geographical identity of many districts may be so diffuse that a member 

has considerable leeway in the constituencies to which he appeals and in the 

character of that appeal. In such circumstances we expect that the choice of 

a substyle may be much more personally idiosyncratic than in nonprofessional 

and agrarian systems with small districts. These choices will be 

idiosyncratic in the sense that the choice of style cuts across the general 

dimensions of party and career and reflects the personal characteristics of 

the individual legislator or distinctive characteristics of the district as 

reflected in the individual legislator. One possible example is in the area 

of race and ethnicity. 

Racial and ethnic minority politicians may well have quite distinctive 

styles of presentation that cut across dominant party, constituency and career 

patterns due to the relative newness of the empowerment of such minorities, 

the distinctive political experiences of the constituents, and the paths to 

power available in the minority cultures. The rise of blacks to political 

prominence, for example, has come through strategies of protest and advocacy, 

an orientation that may well have become deeply ingrained in the expectations 

of black constituents and in the political personalities of black politicians. 

Hispanics, by contrast, have been marked less by protest activity, perhaps 

because cultural assimilation is more open to them in American society; they 

have been marked more by a focus on their distinctive hispanic heritage. 

Minority politicians in districts with a sizable minority population might 

well reflect such distinctive cultural background in their stylistic choice, 
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with blacks likely to choose policy advocacy and hispanics likely to choose an 

emphasis on personal familiarity with hispanic culture and people. Such 

patterns could lead minority legislators to pursue the appropriate resource

neutral style even when their personal party or career circumstance made 

possible a resource-dependent style. 

Finally, individual circumstance may also play a significant role in the 

particular substyle chosen by resource-dependent legislators. An emphasis on 

legislative influence, for example, may be particularly credible for highly 

visible legislative leaders, such as party leaders or the most powerful 

committee chairs. Emphasis on constituent service may be more nearly the 

province of less visible committee chairs and party leaders, who can credibly 

claim that their resources and positions benefit the district but who lack the 

status and opportunity to claim broad influence. 

B. Some General Patterns 

The foregoing observations certainly do not exhaust all of the possible 

factors that could influence stylistic choice. Others might include the 

ge~eral political culture of a district and society (Elazar, 1972; Johannes, 

1982), the progressive ambitions of members, the prior political experience of 

members, and related factors. Such variables have been relevant to resource 

allocation and casework activities of members and might play a role in the 

broader choice of presentational style. Exploration of such relationships 

certainly should be pursued as scholars investigate styles of presentation in 

greater depth. However, in the initial stages of investigation into a topic 

such as presentational style that has been so little studied, we believe that 

the foregoing observations provide an adequate and manageable starting point. 

From these observations flow a set of patterns which we wish to present here 
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in a more simplified and schematic form as a guide to our empirical analysis. 

First we discuss the general stylistic choice that members make between a 

resource-neutral and a resource-dependent style. Second, among those members 

who choose a resource-neutral style, we consider the patterns that 

characterize the choice of personal familiarity or policy advocacy . Finally, 

among those legislators who choose a resource-dependent style, we consider the 

conditions that lead to emphasis on constituent service or legislative 

influence . 

1. Explaining General Stylistic Choice: 

Systemic Institutional 

Type I: Traditional 
A~arian S•tting 
Citiz•n t.gislatur• 
s-1 1 l>ist~icts 

~ 

Context 

1 
Type II: Modern 
Jndust~ial S•tting 
Prof•ssional L.gislatur. 
wrg• Dist~icts 

-t 
Individual Level Cleavage Dominant Middle Level Cleavage Dominant 

Partisan Politics 
.Constitu•nt Politics 
' ~ 

Resource Style 01oice 
L•ad•rs of Hain C.og~aphic 
and Pa~tisan Bloc: R•sourc• D•pend•nt 

k-inder: Jt.sourc• Neutral 

Car.•~ist Politics 

Reso~ce Style Cho;ce 
S•nio~ t.gi slators : 
R•sourc• D•p•nd•nt 

Junto~ L.gislato~s: 

R•sourc• "-utral 

Figure 2: The Expected Choice Pattern Between Resource Neutral and Resource 
Dependent Styles: Traditional vs. Modern Systems 
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As our earlier discussion should make clear, our basic expectation is 

that the general resource style chosen by legislators is heavily shaped, first 

and foremost, by the systemic and institutional context in which the members 

operate (See Figure 2). For the sake of simplified argument, we divide macro

legislative context into two general types. Traditional (type I) systems 

refer to agrarian societies with non-professionalized legislatures and small 

districts in terms of population size. Modern (type II) systems refer to 

industrial societies with professionalized legislatures and highly populated 

districts. 

The resources , opportunities and environmental constraints that operate 

on legislators in traditional settings are so different from those operating 

in Modern setting, we argue, that the logic or pattern of choice in the two 

settings is fundamentally different. In traditional (Type I) settings 

legislative politics is dominated by geographical and partisan cleavages, the 

legislators lack extensive resources, and access to resources depends on 

membership in and l eadership of the dominant geographic-partisan bloc. In 

such settings ~ost legislators should choose resource-neutral styles, owing to 

the limited resources available for resource-dependent approaches. Resource-

dependent styles are chosen by the small number of leaders of the dominant 

geographic -partisan bloc. The logic of general stylistic choice in 

traditional settings thus revolves around members' affiliation with and 

leadership of the dominant geographic/partisan block. 

By contrast, in the more modern setting (Type II) the legislature is 

dominated by careerist politics and characterized by weak parties and less 

distinct district identities. Extensive resources are more widely available 

for the members of both parties and are distributed largely to the more senior 
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members . In such settings, more members can choose resource-dependent styles, 

with such styles chosen by the more senior legislators who have access to 

extensive institutional resources . The logic of general stylistic choice in 

modern settings thus revolves around the career status of members. 

2. Explaining Choice Among Resource-neutral Substyles: 

The political dynamics that distinguish traditional and modern 

legislative settings, and that produce different patterns of choice with 

respect to the general resource styles chosen by legislators in the two 

Sy~t~io/Ins-titutioo-tc:tl Cont~xt 

J \); 
Type I: Traditional 
Agr~i~n S•tting 
Citizen Le~islature 
s.-all Districts 

Constituencf Determined Choice 

~ t 
Rural District Urban District 

······* ,_........ l 
Specific Policy Positions 

Type II: Modern 
Indust~ial S•ttin~ 

PPOt•ssion~l Legisl~ture 

Wl'91P Pisbicts 

I . ~ t' c . d1osyncra 1c ho1ce 
MiMIPd Individual and 
Constituent Conce~ns 

~ 
P•~onal FaMili~ity 
Rural Constitu•ncy 
Hispanic Legislator 

Specitio Policy Positions 
Urban Constltu•ncy 
Mo~il• Constituency 
Black Legislator 

Figure 3: The Expected Choice Pattern Among Resource Neutral Legislators: 
Traditional vs. Modern 
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settings, likewise produce distinctive patterns in the legislators' choice of 

their particular individual substyles. This is true, first of all, with 

respect to the choice of individual substyles by those legislators who pursue 

a general resource-neutral style (See Figure 3). Among such legislators in a 

traditional setting, the choice between personal familiarity and policy 

advocacy is based on the character of their district, with rural legislators 

choosing a highly familiar style and urban legislators choosing policy 

advocacy. Among legislators in a modern setting who choose resource-neutral 

style, the choice is based on more idiosyncratic factors that mix individual 

and constituency concerns. The choice among resource-neutral substyles seems 

heavily determined or circumscribed in a traditional setting by the type of 

constituency a legislator serves whereas it would appear more open and fluid 

in a modern setting. 

3. Explaining Choice Among Resource-dependent Substyles: 

Finally, the pattern of choice among resource-dependent styles should 

vary between traditional and modern macro settings (See Figure 4). ~e expect 

the choice in modern settings between constituency service and legislative 

influence substyles to be shaped heavily by the legislator's leadership 

position. Constituent service should be the stylistic choice of secondary 

party and committee leaders. Policy influence should be the stylistic choice 

of primary leaders. The choice in a more traditional setting should be more 

of a mixture between constituency factors and leadership role. Emphasis on 

political influence would be the province of the few key visible leaders who 

could make a credible case for such a role, particularly leaders such as the 

Speaker or the chair of a powerful committee such as ~ays and Means. Choice 

of the consti tuency service substyle in a traditional setting would depend 
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Institutional Context 

Type I: T r aditional 
Agr.ri &n S•tt i ng 
Citi%tn Legisl& t urt 
SM&ll Distric t s 

t 
Constituency and Leadership 

Position Shapes Choice 

~ 

Type II: M odern 
Indust r i a l Se t t i ng 
Profess i onal Legis l a t ure 
W l'9t r t ricts 

Leadership Posi tion 1 S hope• Cho;ce 

Constituent Service 
SecondAry Leaders of 

MaJori ty Party and 
GtO!Jl'lPhic Bloc 

Distric t Served ~Y 

Const i tuent Serv i ce 
Secondary CoMMit tee 

st~te Policies Politic&! I nf luence 
Pri Mary Le adershi p 
in the Legis l~tur-. 

,..MI:.ers 
f &l'tY Ludtl'S 

Poli cy Inf l uence 
Pl"iMarv Co~ittee 
... M e l"s 

Party IAaclei'S 

Figure 4: The Expected Choice Pattern Among Resource Dependent Legislators: 
Traditional vs. Modern 

heavily on the nat ure of the constituency relevant services provided by the 

state . While such services are rare in a traditional setting, they do exist, 

in the form of agricultura~ extension services, for example . Secondary 

leaders could stress the provision of such services to rural d i stricts , making 

constituency service a viable if limited approach f or secondary leaders even 

in traditional settings when the rural bloc controls the legislature -- a 

condition that would be normal i n traditional societ ies. 

SUMMARY 

In sum, we see the macro sys t em and institutional context as shaping the 

general logi c or patter n of styl i st i c choi ce for legislators. Within 

traditional sett i ngs, constituency and partisan factors shoul d be the most 

decisive factors in shaping the general r esource style chosen by legisla t ors . 
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Constituency type should largely determine legislators choice between the two 

specific resource-neutral substyles (personal fami l iarity and policy 

advocacy) . Constituency and individual factors together should shape the 

choice among resource-dependent styles (constituent service and legislative 

influence). In traditional settings, in other words, macro context (the 

agrarian, nonprofessional and small district setting) and middle range factors 

(party and constituency ) play the dominant role in a legislators choice of 

presentational style, with the individual career status or personal 

characteristics of the members having limited influence. 

Within a modern setting, the career status of the legislator largely 

shapes the legislator's choice of resource styles, with junior members 

choosing resource-neutral and senior members choosing resource-dependent 

styles. The choice between personal familiarity and policy advocacy by 

legislators who take a resource-neutral stance should be an idiosyncratic mix 

of constituent and personal considerations. The choice between constituent 

service and legislative influence substyles should be heavily shaped by the 

members' status as a secondary or primary leader. In modern settings, in 

other words, macro context (an industrial, professionalized and large district 

setting) and individual characteristics (career status) play the dominant role 

in the legislators choice of presentational styles, with middle range factors 

(district and party) having a more limited influence. 

RESEARCH STRATEGY 

How valid are these expectations? To make this determination we will 

examine presentational style among state legislators in two states-- Indiana 

and California. These states provide us with a reasonable contemporary 

approximation of the traditional and modern legislative environments. Here we 
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will compare the general characteristics of the two states, review some survey 

results that reinforce this general comparison, and outline the research 

design we use to explore presentational style in the two states. 

A. Comparing Indiana and California: Genera l Patterns 

Indiana and California are radically different states, politically, 

socially, and economically. Politically, Indiana is a state caught in a "time 

warp," a "political museum piece [that has been] ripped off from the rest of 

the continental 48 states" (Dodd, 1987; Barone and Ujifusa, 1988) . The 

political divisions in Indiana have their genesis in the lines that were drawn 

in the Civil ~ar era. The Republican party has its political base in the 

blue-collar towns of the north, whi le the predominantly rural southern section 

of the state is Democratic. Indiana is a predominantly Republican state with 

a strong party machine that is thriving in the age of the 'independents.' For 

example, patronage employees are still required to contribute two percent of 

their salaries to the party. 1 During the early and mid 1980's, the time 

period studied here, the Indiana Republican party had a safe hold on state 

government at almost all levels, from the Governor's mansion to the Indiana 

General Assembly, and at most levels of the county government (Barone and 

Ujifusa, 1988). 

The state of Indiana is an average sized state with a population of 5.5 

million. 2 It has only one major metropolitan hub, Indianapolis, which has 

just recently cracked the one-million population mark. Indiana's population 

1 There are signs, however, that this practice is now going quickly by 
the wayside. 

2 All demographic and economic data are taken from the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1988, Washington, D.C. 
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is also relatively homogeneous. Ninety-one percent of its population i s white 

while only nine percent of its population is classified as minority; 

"ethnically, Indiana remains mostly t he product of the first wave of .American 

immigration, of people whose ancestors arrived in the new world between 1640 

and 1720, and moved overland ... to these plains" (Barone and Ujifusa, 1988). 

Economically the state of Indiana is also relatively small. Gross 

wholesale sales in the state in 1982 totaled thirty-one billion dollars 

r anking it nineteenth in the na tion. The Indiana General Assembly con t rols a 

fairly sizeable state budget of 7.1 billion dollars, and devotes 222 million 

dollars to public welfare programs, or forty dollars per capita compared to 

forty-nine dollars per capita to highways and ninety-four dollars per capita 

to local government support. 

The Indiana General Assembly has been described as one of the least 

professional in t he nation (Jewell, 1982: 7). The Legislature meets for only 

sixty days per year in odd numbered years and thirty days a year in even 

numbered years. Indiana 'citizen legislators' are paid (approximately) twelve 

t housand dollars per year, and are not provided paid staff members to attend 

to their needs, or district offices in which they may meet with their 

constituents . This means that, by and large, Indiana legislators are 

responsible for managing their own official business, although they are 

provided with some secretarial help. The lower house contains 100 members; in 

a state of 5.5 million people the average district size is quite small. 

California stands in stark contrast to Indiana. Politically California 

is one of the most dynamic states in the Union. The California political 

landscape varies from the liberal havens of the Bay area to the conservative 

bastion of Orange County, and all variations in between. California is 
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marginally Democratic although in recent years the state government has been 

split with the Republicans holding the Governor's mansion and the Democrats 

retaining control of the Assembly. 3 

California could be correctly characterized as a nation-state unto 

itself, a cross-section of the United States. California is the most populous 

state in the nation with over twenty-seven million residents living in several 

major and minor metropolitan areas. California also has one of the fastest 

growing populations in the nation, nineteen percent per year, attracting 

millions of new residents every year. By 1980, "California had become the 

number one immigrant destination in the world" enticing huge numbers of legal, 

and illegal, immigrants from all over the world (Barone and Ujifusa, 1988). 

Recent statistics show the percentage of the population in California to be 

seventy-eight percent white and twenty-two percent minority. California has 

large Black, Hispanic, and Asian populations; the Hispanic population alone 

accounts for seventeen percent of California's total population. Thus, 

California is one of the most heterogeneous, diverse, states in the Union. 

The California economy is the most robust in.the nation and one of the 

most productive in the world. Gross wholesale sales in California topped 218 

billion dollars in 1982. California's GNP is one of the fastest growing, and 

California has one of the highest GNP's per capita, in the world (Barone and 

Ujifusa, 1988). Many Californians, especially politicians, take pride in 

boasting that if California were a country it would have the seventh largest 

economy in the world. 

The California Assembly is perhaps the most professional state 

3 Indeed, the Democrats have held the Governorship only eight out of the 
last twenty - two years. 
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legislature in the country . Relative to other state legislators, California 

Assemblymen have larger staffs and the more benefits (Jewell, 1988: 9). 

Their offices and resources resemble those supplied to members of the U.S . 

House of Representatives, with private offices and personal staff. The 

California Assembly is in session two -hundred ten days per year with 

Assemblymen spending roughly three months in the Assembly itself, and the 

duration of the time tending to committee and other legislative duties. 

California Assemblymen are highly paid professionals, earning over forty 

thousand dollars per year. The eighty members of the lower house represent 

roughly 250,000 to 330,000 people each, several times the size of the Indiana 

districts. Each Assemblyman is allotted over 250,000 dollars per year to 

maintain a staff and a district office in which they or their staff may attend 

to the needs of their constituents. The California Assembly controls an 

annual budget of 50 billion dollars, 6.3 billion of which is earmarked for 

public welfare programs. Given the professional nature of California politics 

and the high stakes world of California economics it should come as no 

surprise that California has produced many powerful national politicians, 

including two out of the last five presidents. 

B. Comparing Indiana and California: Survey Patterns 

These contrasts should demonstrate that Indiana is a relatively close 

approximation of a Traditional (Type I) system, at least among contemporary 

states, given its more rural, nonprofessional and small district status, 

whereas California is a reasonably close approximation of the Modern (Type II) 

system. The contrast between states is even more apparent when we examine 

some data from our state legislative surveys on which our later empirical 

examination of presentational style will be based. Legislators in the two 
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Table One: Consti tuency Perc eption, By State 
Constituency State 

Tvpe Indiana 
Non-Metropolitan --38-

(50.0) 
Metropolitan 38 

Totals 

(50.0) 

76 
( 59.8 ) 

Cali fornl a 
17 

(33 . 3) 
34 

(66 . 7) 

Miss i ns Observations• 0 

states perceive their constituencies quite differently, as Table One 

indicates. Equal numbers of Indiana legislators perceive their districts as 

non-metropolitan as they do metropolitan. A decisive majority of Calif ornia 

legislators, on the other hand, perceive their districts as being mainly 

metropolitan. The difference in constituency perception is due not only to 

the different demographics in California, but is also due to larger 

legislative districts. 

Table Two : Who Answers the Mail for Lower Bouse Members, 
By State 

Answers 
Mail 

Family 
Members 

Personal 
Effort. 

Lesislat.ive 
Staff 

District. 
Staff 

Totals 

Indi ana 
--2-

(4. 9) 
21 

(51.2) 
18 

(43.9) 
0 

(0.0) 

41 
(51. 3) 

California 
1 

(2.6) 
2 

(5.1) 
5 

(12.8) 
31 

(79.5) 

39 
(48.8) 

Total Number of Observations• 80 Miaains Observations• 47 

Table Two illustrates the difference in the professional nature of the 

two legislatures. When asked who answered the legislator's official mail--

letters from constituents, etcetera--almost eighty percent of the California 

legislators responded that their district staff answered the mail while none 
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of the Indiana legislators responded in this fashion. Over half of the 

Indiana legislators responded that the answering of mail was completed through 

personal effort while only five percent of the California legislators 

responded that their mail was answered by personal effort. This is a striking 

contrast, but it is not surprising given the disparity in the level of 

resources that are available to legislators in the two states. Each of the 

California Assemblymen have trained professional staffs who devote much of 

their time to such chores while Indiana legislators have to share secretarial 

resources. 

Table Three: Primary Campai&n Support o! Lower House Members, 
By State 

Source o! 
Funds Indiana 

Family 1 
(2.0) 

Friends 8 
(15. 7) 

Personal 10 
(19.6) 

Party Or&. 6 
(11.8) 

Business PAC's 11 
(21. 6) 

Labor PAC's 2 
(3.9) 

Other PAC's 13 
(25.5) 

Totals 51 
(60 , 0) 

Total Number o! Observations• 75 

California 
2 

(5.9) 
2 

(5 . 9) 
0 

(0.0) 
0 

(0 .0) 
13 

(38 .2) 
3 

(8.8) 
14 

(41.2) 

Missin& Observations• 52 

Table Three also illustrates the difference between legislators in the 

two states. Legislators were asked what their primary source of campaign 

funds were. A striking eighty-nine percent of the California legislators 

responded that their primary source of campaign funds came from political 

action committees of one kind or other, compared to a little over fifty 

percent of the Indiana legislators . A hefty minority of the Indiana 
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legislators, thirty seven percent, answered that campaign funds came from more 

personal sources such as family and friends compared to only twelve percent of 

the California legislators. Given the contrast between the states this is not 

at all surprising. Indiana's economy is much smaller and decisions made by 

Indiana Legisla t ors probably have less relative economic impact on groups that 

sustain PAC's than do decisions in the more powerful California Assembly. 

Decisions made in the California Assembly probably have more relative impact 

on the economic interests of PAC patrons, hence the large differential in 

campaign support. California's large population has also spawned a large 

number of interest groups that vie for the attentions and votes of California 

Assemblymen, this trend could also be a reflection of that. 

It is interesting to note that almost twelve percent of the Indiana 

legislators who responded receive help from the party organization while none 

of the California legislators do. This is probably due to the more personal 

nature of campaigning in Indiana, the need for the party to support party 

candidates in their reelection pursuits, and the activist role of the 

Republican party in Indiana. Neither of the parties in California are as 

strong as the Indiana Republican party and therefore cannot, and do not have 

to, contribute the same kinds of resources to their candidates. 

Table Four further illustrates the differences between legislators in 

Indiana and California. The legislators were asked whether they maintained a 

residence in the capitol between sessions. We would expect that those 

legislators who are required to spend more time in the capitol attending to 

their legislative duties, and who are required to travel between their 

districts and the capitol would retain residences between sessions as a matter 

of convenience, and this is the case. A large proportion, seventy percent, of 
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the California legislators maintain capitol residences while only sixteen 

percent of the Indiana legislators have capitol residences. This is not 

surprising since the majority of California assemblymen spend great deals of 

time in the capitol. After all, for most of the California Assemblymen being 

a legislator is t heir profession. 

Table four : Capitol Residence Between Sessions, By State 
Capitol 
Residence 
No 

Yes 

Totals 

California 
1' 

(29.8) 
33 

(70.2) 

47 
(43.1) 

Indiana 
52 

(83.9) 
10 

(16.1) 

62 
(56.9) 

Total Number o! Observations• 109 Missing Observations• 18 

The discussion and the data that have been presented above help to 

illustrate the contrast between the legislative context in the two states. 

Indiana legislators face a far less extensive modern bureaucracy, a more 

agrarian-era state, and much smaller districts; the Indiana Assembly is less 

professional than many state legislatures. The Indiana Assembly is less 

institutionalized and professionalized, and does not have a great deal of 

resources to parcel out t o i ts members. California, on the other hand , h as a 

far more extensive modern bureaucracy. It is a more industrial-era s t a t e with 

a highly professional legislature and large districts. The California 

Assembly with its extensive resources approximates the more professional 

legislature that we are accustomed to encountering when we look at the United 

States Congress, while the Indiana Legislature is a less professional 'citizen 

legislature' not unlike the early Congress (Young, 1966; Polsby, 1968). 

Serving in the Indiana legislature is less a profession than it is a matter of 

commitment to community service, serving in the California Assembly is a 
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professional commitment. 

C. Comparing Indiana and California: The Research Design 

Given these contrasts, Indiana and California would seem appropriate 

settings in which to explore the patterns of stylistic choice outlined in Part 

One of this paper . To do so we will draw on interviews conducted with members 

of the lower houses in these two states. These interviews were collected from 

1983 to 1986 by Lawrence Dodd, working with graduate and undergraduate 

students at Indiana University-Bloomington and the University of California-

Davis. All interviews were conducted in person and ranged from 45 minute to 

over 2 hours in length. One-hundred twenty-seven lower house members 

completed the interviews, 76 in Indiana (a 76% response rate) and 51 in 

California (a 63% response rate). 

The strategy behind the construction of these interviews was quite 

simple: in Home Style Fenno emphasized that a key issue in constituency 

relations is the legislator's personal choice of a presentational style. 

Thus, the most appropriate way to determine legislators' presentational styles 

is to talk wit~ the legislators and identify the styles that they have chosen. 

Several different questions were asked to elicit the members' stylistic 

choice , all of which produced roughly comparable findings. Here we will focus 

on the legislators responses to the following question: 

"When you talk with constituents--at meetings, in private, and so forth
- which of the following items do you most try to communicate?, 

Close personal familiarity with constituents 
Specific policy positions 
Constituent service activities 
Capacity to shape the legislature's important decisions 
Statewide political influence 
Specific policy making success?" 
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The legislators were asked to rank these alternatives from most important to 

least important. Few of the legislators chose the latter three as primary 

goals when communicating with their constituents. As a result, those who 

chose any of the latter three as their primary goal were considered as 

communicating general "policy influence" to their constituents. 4 

Legislators were asked a wide variety of other questions, including some 

reported in the immediately preceding section. Our concern here is to 

determine whether the presentational style reported by legislators in response 

to the foregoing question coincides with our theoretical expectations. To 

make this determination we will look at the relationship between 

presentational choice and three primary variables - - constituency type, party, 

and career status. This will allow us to assess whether in fact the pattern 

or logic of choice differs in traditional and modern systems. 

We will explore our data both by looking at the general frequency 

distribution by state and by the use of probit estimation. This technique is 

most appropriate given the dichotomous nature of the dependent variables. 

Ordinary least squar~s would be an inappropriate method of estimation , since 

the firs t assumption of the OLS model would be violat ed, resulting in 

unreliabl e estimates (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981 ; Kennedy 1985; Aldrich and 

Nelson 1984). 5 Because of the small sample size used in this study we have 

4 Probit estimates are not generated here for "policy influence" because 
of the small numbers of legislators who responded that they emphasized policy 
influence . 

5 The first assumption of the OLS model is 
a linear function of the independent variables. 
are dichotomous, the relationship is non-linear 
therefore, be unreliable. 
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chosen to set the critical level of the t-tests a t the . 10 level of 

significance . We are willing to accept the 10% chance that we are rejecting 

the null hypothesis when it is true (Type I error); we are not willing, 

however, to dismiss the effect of certain variables based on 127 cases. 6 At 

this initial stage of research it might prove detrimental to dismiss variables 

prematurely . With this short introduction let us turn to an analysis of our 

data. 

THE EMPIRICAL PATTERNS 

The question before us is whether legislators in traditional systems 

choose distinct presentational styles in response primarily to geograph ic and 

partisan considerations whereas those in modern systems respond primarily to 

career concerns. Let us start this expl oration with the awareness (Table 5) 

that the distribution of the general presentational styles do differ between 

the two states. As we expected in Part One, resource-neutral styles are 

overwhelmingly predominant in Indiana, with almost 80% of the members choosing 

such styles. In contrast, only 65% of legislators in California choose 

resource-neutral styles . 

The states likewise differ in the distribution of individual substyles 

associated with these general styles (Table 6). Personal familiarity is the 

dominant style in Indiana, followed closely by policy advocacy . Policy 

advocacy is the dominant style in California, followed by constituent service 

and then personal familiarity. As we would expect, familiarity is the most 

prevalent style in our traditional system, and is much less so in our modern 

6 Although this is the case, we are also noting those parameters t hat are 
significant at the .05 level of significance. The significance tests are both 
based on one tailed probabilities. 
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Table Five : Di stribution o! General Pruentationel Styln: Celi!ornie a.nd 
Indian a 

General Style 
Resource- Neutral 

Resource Dependent 

Totals 

I ndiana __ 6_0_ 

(78.9) 
16 

( 21. 1) 
76 

(59.8) 

Cali !ornia 
33 

(64 . 7) 

18 
(35. 3) 

51 
(40 .0) 

Note: Figures in Parentheses are Percentages . 
Resource-Neutral: the combined responses of personal familiarity 

and specific poli cy substyl es. 
Resource-Dependent: the combined responses of constituent service 

L~d legislative influence substyles. 

setting; constituent service is much more evident in our modern system. 

Policy advocacy is present in both. Stress on legislative influence is a very 

limited approach in both settings. This is not surprising, however, since few 

state legislators can achieve the level of resources necessary to garner a 

great deal of influence. 

Table Six : Presentational Styles in the Lower Bouse o! the 
California 

Presentational 
and Indiana State Legislatures 

Style Indiana 
Personal 
Familiarity 

Specific Policy 
Positions 

Constituent 
~ervice 

Pdlicy 
Influence 

Totals 

31 
(40.8) 

29 
(38.2) 

12 
(15.8) 

4 
(5 .3) 
76 

(59.8) 
Total Number of Observations• 127 

State 

Hissing 

California 
13 

(25.5) 
20 

(39.2) 
14 

(27.5) 
4 

(7.8) 
51 

(40 . 2), 
Observations• 0 

To explain these differences we first will look at the statistical 

patterns that account for the choice of general presentational styles in the 

two states. We then proceed to an analysis of the choice of resource-neutral 

and resource-dependent substyles. 

A. The General Presentational Styles: 

Why do legislators choose a resource-neutral or a resource-dependent 
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style in these two states? Our expectation is that the choice is related to 

constituency and party factor s in Indiana and to career status in California 

(See Figure 2). We will look at each of these factors separately and then 

compare their relative explanatory power using probit analysis. 

Table 7 demons trates the impact of district type, as perceived by the 

legislator, 7 on the choice of a resource-neutral or resource-dependent style 

in the two states. Since Indiana is an assembly historically dominated by a 

non-metropolitan and largely rural bloc of legislators, we expect that at 

least some of our non-metropolitan members can use assembly control to gain 

resources and take a resource dependent presentational style in their 

district, with metropolitan urban legislators more prone to a resource-neutral 

style. In California, a modern system less cleaved by geography and more 

attuned to careerist politics, we expect no such relationship. 

Tabla Seven: General Presentational Style Ac:cordin& to District Type, By State 
Indiana California 

General Style Non-Metro Metro Non-Metro Metro 
Resource-Neutral 27 ~ 11 22 

(71 . 1) (86.6) (64.7) (64.7) 
Resource-Dependent 11 5 6 12 

(28.9) (13.2) (35.3) (35.3) 
Totals 38 38 17 34 

(50.0) (50.0) (33.3) (66.7) 
Fiauras in Parentheses ere Percentages 

The data correspond to these expectations. Although the pattern is not 

dramatic, a clear pattern does emerge. Over twice as many of our rural, non-

metropolitan legislators in Indiana choose a resource-dependent style t han do 

7 To determine the legislator's perception of his or her district we asked 
what kind of district the legislator served. The legislat or was g iven the 
choice of urban, small towns, suburban, rural, or the opportunity to combine 
these responses. If t he legislator 's first answer was urban combined with any 
of the others the district was coded as metropolitan. If the response contained 
any of the other categories as the primary answer the district was coded as non
metropolitan. 
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urban, metropolitan members. By contrast, in California we see no 

relationship between general styles and district type: non-metropolitan 

legislators are as likely to choose a resource-neutral or resource-dependent 

style as are metropolitan members. 

With respect to party, we likewise expect a stronger relationship in 

Indiana than in California. Indiana, as a traditional political setting, 

with strong party government; the majority party exercises strong control of 

the limited resources available in the legislature. This should mean that 

members of the majority Republican party have greater access to institutional 

resources and thus to a resource-dependent style than do members in the 

minority Democratic party. In California, a modern system with weak party 

government members of the majority Democratic party should have less of a 

resource advantage over the minori ty Republicans and should thus approximate 

the stylistic patterns of their Republican colleagues. 

Table Ei&ht: General Presentational Style Accordin& to Party, By State 
Indiana California 

Majority Minority Majority Minority 
General Style {Republicans){Democrats) {Democrats) {Republicans) 
Resource-Neutral 34 25 20 13 

{73.9) {83.3) {67.7) (69.1) 
Resource-Dependent 12 5 10 8 

{26 .1 ) {16.7) {33.3) {38.1) 
Totals 46 30 30 21 

{60.5) {39.5) {58.8) {40.2) 
Fi&ures in Parentheses are Percentases 

Table 8 presents the party patterns by state. In Indiana we find that 

members of a majority party are more prone to choose a resource-dependent 

style. Surprisingly, members of the minority party in California are slightly 

more prone toward a resource-dependent style. This anomaly may well indicate 

that it is career status that shapes the choice of a resource-dependent style 

in California-- with more Republicans being senior members (10 out of 21) than 
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Democrats (8 out of 29). Hence, the question becomes: what is the role of 

career status, particularly in California? 

Our expectation is that, while district type and party shape the choice 

between resource-neutral and resource -dependent styles in Indiana, career 

status shapes the choice in California. Table 9 presents the appropriate 

data, with junior legislators being all members who have served less than six 

continuous years and senior legislators being those members who have served 

six or more continuous years in the legislature. As the data indicates, there 

is little difference in Indiana between junior and senior legislators in the 

choice of resource-neutral or dependent styles, with senior legislators 

actually slightly less prone to choose such a style. By contrast, in 

California a clear majority of the junior legislators (78.6%) chose resource-

neutral styles, approximately the same percentage as for junior and senior 

members in Indiana. However, a majority of the senior legislators in 

California chose a resource-dependent style, over twice the relative number of 

junior legislators who chose a resource-dependent style. 

Table Nine: General Presentational Style According to Career Status, By State 
Indiana California 

General Style Junior Senior 
Resource-Neutral --32- --2-8-

Junior Senior --rr- _1_1_ 

(76 .2) (82.4) (78 . 6) (47.8) 
Resource-Dependent 10 6 6 12 

(23 . 8) (17.6) (21 . 4) (52.2) 
Totals 42 34 28 23 

(54 . 5) (45.5) (54 .9) (45.1) 
Note: Figures in Parentheses are Percentages . 

These data provide general evidence for the proposition that 

constituency and party shape general stylistic choice in Indiana while career 

status shapes the choice in California. How well do these patterns stand up 

t o a more rigorous empirical test-- probit analysis. Table 10 presents 
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parameter estimates for the two states, utilizing all three independent 

variables . In Indiana, district type emerges as the only statistically 

significant variable, indicating that non-metropolitan legislators are more 

likely to assume a resource-dependent style. The weak effect that we 

attributed to party based on the contingency tables washes out when combined 

with district type and career status. In California, career status emerges 

the only significant variable indicating that senior legislators are more 

likely to assume resource-dependent styles. This confirms our earlier 

findings. For both states our percentage of correct predictions is relatively 

high, indicating a relatively good fit with the data. It is slightly lower in 

California, however, and this may be attributed to the more complex patterns 

that exist in California. 

Table Ten: Probit Estimates for the Choice of General Presentational 
Style, By State 

Constant 

DIS TYPE 

PARTY 

CAREER 

Chi -Squared/ df 
Correctly Predicted 
Number 
I p < .10 (One Tailed) 
* p < .OS (One Tailed) 
Fisures in Parentheses 

Resource Dependence 
India.'"la 
---::38 

<-1.36) I 
-.ss 

<-1.63) I 
-.2s 

(-.73) 
-.19 

(-.S8) 

74/2 *** 
79% 
76 

*** p < .001 

are t-Statistics 

California 
-.73 

(-1. 80) • 
-.02 

(-.OS) 
-.08 

(-.21) 
.84 

(2.2S) * 
61/2*** 

67% 
S1 

In sum, legislators appear to choose their general presentational styles 

based on different considerations. In Indiana, legislators respond to 

constituency, with legislators from the dominant rural constituency bloc more 

likely to choose a resource-dependent style. In California, legislators 

respond to career status, with senior legislators more likely to choose a 
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resource -dependent style. We will now consider why legislators choose their 

particular substyle within a resource-neutral or resource-dependent approach. 

B. The Resource-Neutral Substyle 

Why do some legislators who choose a resource-neutral style emphasize 

personal familiarity while others take a policy advocacy approach? As with 

the choice of a general presentational style, we expect the pattern of choice 

of a specific substyle to differ between our two states (See Figure 3). In 

Indiana, we expect the type of district a member serves to shape this choice, 

with rural legislators choosing personal familiarity and urban members 

choosing policy advocacy. In California we expect a more idiosyncratic and 

complex mix of constituency and career factors. Once again, we will present 

simple frequency distributions of our data by constituency, party and career 

status. We then examine the results of the more rigorous statistical test. 

Tabla Eleven: Resource-Neutral Presentation Subatylaa Accordin& to 
District Type, By State 

Substyle 
Personal 
Familiarity 
Policy 
Advocacy 
Totals 

Indiana 
Non-Metro Metro 

24 ---7---
(88.9) (30.4) 

3 16 
(11.1) (69.9) 

27 23 
(54.0) (46.0) 

Fisur es in Parentheses are Percentases 

California 
Non-Metro Metro 

6 7 
(54 . 5) (31.8) 

s 15 
(45 . 5) (68.2) 

11 22 
(33.3) (67.7) 

Table 11 presents the relationship between district type and resource-

neutral substyles in the two states. In both state, among those legislators 

who choose a resource-neutral approach, rural legislators choose personal 

familiarity and urban legislators tend to choose pol icy advocacy. The pattern 

is quite strong in Indiana, where almost 90% of the non-metropolitan 

legislators choose personal familiarity and almost 70% of the metropolitan 

members choose policy advocacy. The pattern is clear but weaker in 
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California, with approximately 55% of the non-metropolitan legislators 

choosing personal familiarity and almost 70% choosing policy advocacy . 

Table 12 presents the relationship between party and resource-neutral 

substyles. In Indiana, no difference in the choice of the two styles emerges 

between the two parties. This is not a surprising pattern since we expect 

district type to shape presentational substyle in our traditional state. In 

California, by contrast, a different pattern emerges, with the Republicans, 

the minority party, more likely to choose policy advocacy while Democrats 

split evenly between personal familiarity and policy advocacy. 

Table Twelve: Resource-Neutral Presentation Substyles According to 

Substyle 
Personal 
Familiarity 
Policy 
Advocacy 
Totals 

Party, By State 
Indiana 

Majority Minority 
(Republicans) (Democrats) 

18 13 
(51.4) (52.0) 

17 12 
(48.6) (48.0) 

35 25 
(58.3) (41.7) 

Figures in Parentheses are Percentages 

California 
Majority Minority 

(Democrats) (Republicans) 
10 3 

(50.0) (23.1) 
10 10 

(50.0) (76.9) 
20 13 

(60.6) (39.4) 

Finally, let us consider the role of career status in the choice of 

resource -neutral substyles. Table 13 presents the appropriate d~ta for the 

two states. The patterns are not dramatic in either state, though there are 

differences between them. In Indiana, personal familiarity is slightly more 

the substyle among the junior legislators who choose a policy neutral approach 

whereas policy advocacy is slightly more prevalent among the senior members. 

By contrast, in California policy advocacy is the choice of both junior and 

senior members, but more so for the junior members. 

What patterns emerge when these three variables are included in a probit 

equation (see Table 14)? In Indiana district type is the only significant 
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Table Thi:-t.un: Resource-Neutral Presentation Substyles Accordin& to 
Party, l!y State 

Indiana Call!ornia 
Substyle Junior Senior Junior Senior 
Personal 

_1_8_ _ 1_3_ --8- --5-

Famili ari t y (56.3) (46.4) (36.4) (45.5) 
Policy 14 15 14 6 
Advocacy (43.7) (53. 7) ( 63 . 6) (54 . 5) 
Totals 32 28 22 11 

(53.3) ( 46.7) ( 66. 7) (33.3) 
Fisures in Parentheses are Percentases 

variable, with non-metropolitan legislators more likely to choose a personal 

familiarity style and metropolitan legislators significantly more likely to 

choose a policy advocacy approach. In California, by contrast, we find a much 

more complex pattern in line with the idiosyncratic mix that we suggested in 

Part One. Both district type and party affiliation influence the choice of 

personal familiarity styles, with the rural tendency particularly significant. 

Even more striking, district type, party and career status are all important 

in shaping a policy advocacy approach. Service in urban districts, 

affiliation with the minority party. and junior status all lead to emphasis on 

policy positions. Career status does, however, seem to have a more 

significant effect on policy advocacy than the other two variables. 

Tabla Fourteen: Probit Estimations for Resource-Neutral Stylaa, By State 
Indiana California 

Constant 

DISTYPE 

PARTY 

CAREER 

Personal 
Familiarity 

.31 
( 1.13) 
-1.25 

(-3.95) * 
.20 

(.63) 
- . 10 

(-.32) 
Chi -Squaredtdf 86/2 ••• 
Correctly Predicted 72% 
Number 31 
I p < .10 (One Tailed Test) 
* p < .05 (One Tailed Test) 

Policy 
Advocacy 

-1.48 
(-4.27) * 

1. 88 
(5.14) * 
-.05 

( - .14) 
.22 

*** 

(- 64) 
68/ 2 

80% 
29 

••• 

p < .001 

Fisures in Parentheses are t-Statistics 

Personal 
Familiarity 

-.72 
(- .08) 
-.67 

< -1. 52) I 
. 83 

(1.84) * 
-.09 

(-.22) 

36 

53 /2 *** 
76% 
13 

Policy 
Advocacy 

.03 
(. 08) 

.60 
(1.44) I 
-.57 

C-1.46) I 
- . 72 

(-1.89) • 

62 / 2 *** 
71% 
20 



In sum, we again see that the pattern of presentational choice is 

different in our traditional and modern states -- different this time in the 

choice between personal familiarity and policy advocacy among those members 

who choose a resource-neutral approach. The constituency cleavage again 

dominates choice in Indiana, with rural legislators opting heavily for a 

personal familiarity style and urban members for policy advocacy. In 

California, the choice among the resource-neutral substyles is more 

idiosyncratic. Constituencies are too large and the politics of a 

professionalized legislature and an industrial state too complex, apparently, 

for any one variable to determine the choice between a personal familiarity 

and policy advocacy approach among legislators who choose a resource -neutral 

style. What about those legislators who choose a resource-dependent style? 

C. The Resource-dependent Substyle 

Who do some legislators who choose a resource-dependent style emphasis 

constituent service whereas others emphasize legislative influence? Again, we 

expect the choice of presentational style to differ between our two states 

(See Figure 4). In Indiana, we expect a complex interplay between 

constituency and leadership factors, with primary leaders choosing legislative 

influence whereas secondary leaders or members of the dominant rural bloc 

choose constituent service. In California, we expect leadership status alone 

to dominate choice, with primary leaders choosing l egislative influence and 

secondary leaders choosing constituent service. 

Our analysis of resource-dependent styles i s c omplicated both by the 

small number of cases in this category and by the difficulty of determining 

who secondary and primary leaders are in each legislature. For these reasons 

we will forego extensive presentation of frequency distributions, and forego 
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Table Fi!~een : Probit Estimations !or Resource-Dependent Styles , Constituent 

Cons~ant 

DISTYPE 

PARTY 

Chi-Squaredtdf 

Service, By State 
Indiana 

Constituent 
Service 
--:-:-72 

(-2.37} • 
-.69 

(-1.67) * 
.08 

( . 23} 
- .06 

(- .18} 

63/2 

Cali Cornie 
Constituent 

Service 
-1.15 

( - 2 . 58} • 
. 17 

( .38) 
. 05 

(- . 11) 
.89 

(2.27) * 

Correc~ly Predicted 8~% 73% 
Number 12 1 ~ 
I p < .10 <One Tailed Test) *** p < .001 
* p < .05 (One Tai led Test ) 
Fisures in Parentheses are ~-Statistics 

54 / 2 ••• 

analysis of the political influence style (since there are so few cases) and 

summarize simply what we find in the probit analysis of constituency service 

in the two states (Table 15). As might be expected, in Indiana we again find 

the constituency dimension is the dominant factor in choice, with service to a 

rural district dominant over party affiliation and career status in leading to 

emphasis on consti tuent service. In California it is career status that 

shapes the choice of constituent service, rather than party or district type. 

Unfortunately, we lack measure of the primary and secondary leadership role of 

members in the two states so we cannot explore that aspect of our argument at 

this point. 8 

CONCLUSION 

Despite the accolades given to Home Style, little attention has been 

given to the core element of Fenno's analysis-- the members' style of 

presentation of self to their district constituents. It is past time for 

legislative scholars to begin to explore this fertile ground. Drawing on 

8 We should, however, be able to address this issue in the future. 
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interviews with 127 state legislators in Indiana and California, we find that 

presentational styles of legislators can be divided into two general types-

resource -neutral and resource-dependent styles. These general types can be 

divided into four substyles -- personal familiarity, policy advocacy, 

constituent service and legis lative influence. Legislators appear to choose 

their presentational style in response to systematic influences, so that 

party, constituency and career variables are associated with these different 

stylistic choices. The pattern of presentational choice, however, differs 

between the two states. 

In Indiana, a traditional political system, a constituency calculus 

seems to underlie the choice of presentational style . Legislators who serve 

metropolitan district--and thus are part of the minority urban bloc in the 

legislature-- choose resource -neutral styles. Legislators who serve non

metropolitan districts are more likely to choose resource-dependent styles. 

Among legislators with a resource-neutral approach, rural legislators opt for 

a personal familiarity style while urban legislators pursue a policy advocacy 

approach. Among legislators who opt for a resource-dependent style, service 

of rural districts is the predictor of constituency service activity. 

In California, a modern political system, a career calculus appears to 

underlie the choice of presentational style. Junior legislators tend to 

choose a resource-neutral style whereas senior legislators choose a resource

dependent style. Among those who choose a resource-neutral approach, the 

choice between personal familiarity and policy advocacy is a complex mix of 

party, constituency and career factors. Among those who choose a resource 

dependent style, the choice of a constituent service approach appears related 

to career status. We lack sufficient data to make firm statements about the 
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choice of a legislative influence style. 

These findings should give heart to those scholars who find Fenno's 

discussion of presentational style compelling and who are interested in a 

systematic understanding of presentational styles. Fenno appears to have 

isolated in presentational choice a phenomenon that can be measured, and that 

varies in systematic and identifiable ways. This variation, moreover, seems 

to parallel the political cleavages that dominate traditional and modern 

political systems. This suggests that members' choice of presentational 

styles in their districts may reflect and reinforce- - and even help activate-

lines of political conflict that we observe within legislative assemblies. 
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